Venting solution for oil and gas
installations CR-AMHT

Makes
single acting
actuators more
reliable!

Reliable air exhaustion!
Highlights
• Makes the use of process
valves more reliable
• Easy replacement of
wearing parts
• Resistant to extreme
environmental conditions
• Capacity
- 500 l/min
- 2500 l/min

Single acting actuators are used wherever a process valve has to be
driven – the air exhaustion may give rise to difficulties that damages
and limit the reliability of the actuator. The carefully thought-out
design of the CR-AMHT makes it possible to avoid these problems.
The Venting Solution CR-AMTH is used to create a reliable way of
exhausting for especially single acting but also double acting
actuators on process valves located in the field.
Internal membrane
This non-return function is created with an internal membrane
valve with a max. rest pressure of
0,1 bar(g) to be sure that the
spring keeps enough power to
bring the valve in a save position.

Protecting the actuator
To protect the springs from single
acting actuators the CR-AMHT
has a non-return function which
protects the spring packages
against dirty outside air, so the
spring packages will last longer.

The CR-AMHT is developed to
protect the membrane against
rain, wind, frost, snow and sun to
keep a reliable functioning of this
membrane. To protect the membrane and the exhaust against
bugs, the outlet has a special
shape and the inside of the
CR-AMHT a volume that does not
attract to these insects.

By using the CR-AMHT the
lifespan of process valves in a
field installation increase and its
functioning will be more reliable.
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Technical data

Easy replacement by
loosening the hex bolts.

Resistant to extreme conditions
due to its stainless steel housing.

Technical data

Technical data
1/4"NPT

1/2"NPT

Type code

CR-AMHT-N14

CR-AMHT-N12

Partnumber

23027362

23019493

Norm pressure

6 bar

limitations of pressure build up from rest position: 0,1 bar

0,1 bar (g)

Housing

Stainless steel DIN 1.4404

Membrane

EPDM

Bolts

Stainless steel DIN 1.4404

Environmental conditions
Minimum temperature

-40 °C

Maximum temperature

-80 °C

Protection against

Rain, Frost, Snow & Insects

Exhaust capacity

500 l/min

Expected noise intensity level

≤ 85 dB(A)

2500 l/min
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